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F o r e w o r d

T h e  A C E A S c i e n t i f i c A d v i s o r y G r o u p  

To overcome the shortfall of scientific understanding of freight-related transport policy issues, during

1998, the commercial vehicle manufacturer members of ACEA established a scientific advisory group to exam-

ine important issues relating to freight transport and commercial vehicles.

This report is the result of the fifth such meeting. 

The first three meetings dealt with transport infrastructure, freight transport policies and freight distribu-

tion of the future. An impressive list of international scientific transport experts came together under the

chairmanship of Professor Brian Bayliss from the University of Bath. The fourth examination produced a

report on “e-Commerce, freight distribution and the truck industry”. 

This fifth meeting followed in the tradition and has produced this report on ’Landscape and Perspectives

for Intermodal Transport’. The participants in the group were as follows:

Dr Franco Casagnetti Polimeria Europa, SAG Meeting Chairman

Prof. Christian Reynaud NESTE, SAG Meeting Rapporteur

Dr Giuliano Lamoni IVECO, ACEA SAG Pilot

Mr Eugenio Muzio CEMAT

Dr Werner Maywald Kombi-Verkehr 

Prof. Christoph Seidelmann Studiengesellschaft fur den kombinierten Verkehr E.V

Dr Knud Svarrer Kombi Dan

Mr Laurent Selles EU Commission, DG Enterprise

Mrs Kerstin Sterner EU Commission, DG Transport&Energy

Mr Mark Major EU Commission, DG Transport&Energy

Mr Ewout Sandker UNICE

Dr Alfred-Herwig Fischer DaimlerChrysler

Mr Marco Monticelli IVECO

Mr Ulf Erhning Volvo

Mr Michael Hollingsworth ACEA

This report does not necessarily reflect the views of ACEA or the other participants, 

but is intended to provide a contribution to the discussion on the topics concerned.
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E x e c u t i v e  s u m m a r y

For a long time intermodal transport has been a

priority of European transport policy as well as a

priority in many member states who intended to

fight against the decline in the rail freight sector.

Intermodality appeared as a relevant solution com-

bining the flexibility of road for short distance and

the efficiency of rail for long distance. It was a sym-

bol of the renewal of rail along major European cor-

ridors, serving ports open to world economy. But

intermodal transport has not met these expecta-

tions. Although some success can be put to the

credit of this technique, it could not compete with

road on a large scale. Rail companies argue that it

does not cover its costs, and it has been stagnating

in many countries in the recent years, though it is a

“relative” success for rail.

This contribution intends to analyse this situa-

tion, to point out difficulties encountered by the

development of this multimodal technique and to

propose policy scenarios for the future.

The reality is that intermodal transport in

Europe is concentrated on few links. It could not

compete with road, which has considerably

increased its performances, except on few links.

The quality of service of intermodal transport is

often a major problem for its development: surveys

conducted in IQ project 1 back this conclusion.

The explanations can only be found in an in-

depth analysis of the transport system pointing out

the difficulties of integration of the intermodal

transport chains. These difficulties are commercial

(different market segments with different logistic

requirements), technical (problems of road access

but also rail access to terminals which have been

often underestimated), operational (insufficient

P r e f a c e

This discussion paper has been produced as an

output of the 5th ACEA SAG Meeting on

“Landscape and Perspectives for Intermodal

Transport” held in Brussels on 12 December 2000.

The objectives of the meeting were:

p To define the real potential and limits of freight

intermodality

p To identify the main constraints/needs to be

removed/satisfied

p To define key actions to be proposed to the

European Union.

1 Intermodal Quality : European project of the 4 th FP research programme
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performances and often irrelevance of rail operat-

ing systems), and also institutional (the impending

rail reorganisation which creates “reactive” posi-

tions rather than “proactive”) and political (the

changing policy context).

On the basis of such a diagnosis, the future of

intermodal transport can only be envisaged

through scenarios combining a market evolution

(users requirements) and transport policy options

(policy choices).

The “potential” market of intermodal transport

is “a priori” a fast growing European market con-

cerning high value goods on long national and

international distances. There are opportunities to

develop “old” and “new” market segments. But the

future of the intermodal market depends also on

policies and institutional changes. Three scenarios

are proposed, called “corridor” scenario, “core”

network scenario, and European wide “network”

scenario to explore these possible futures.

Interoperability of the rail system and priorities for

freight (a priority freight network in Europe as pro-

posed in EUFRANET project 2) are certainly pre-con-

ditions for intermodal success in order to

guarantee the necessary quality of service.

With the growth of the international market, at

a faster rate than national markets, the interna-

tional market will shape the future of intermodal

transport and influence in return the organisation

of the national market. Europe has reached a turn-

ing point and European policy decisions will be the

determinant for the future of intermodal transport

and probably for the future of rail freight.

16

2 EUFRANET : European project of the 4 th FP research programme concerning

the definition of a priority freight network in Europe.

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n

Intermodal transport has been considered for a

long time as the future of European freight trans-

port, giving a new opportunity for rail renewal, and

providing an efficient combination of rail and road

transport: rail for long distance leg and road for

collection and distribution. In this document, inter-

modal transport will refer to the transport of unit

loads (swap bodies, maritime container, semi

–trailer) although some other techniques can be

mentioned as “rolling road” or “motorway”. With

this definition not only rail is concerned but also

inland waterways and short sea shipping. 

The European Commission has put forwards

intermodal transport in the European transport

policy: the “combined transport” European net-

work is the first Trans European Network with the

high speed Trans European Network before the

inscription of this new concept in Maastricht treaty.

Since then, intermodal transport is considered as a

priority and benefited from specific encouragement

for the launching of new services in the PACT

programme. 

Today intermodal transport is facing many diffi-

culties in its development and has to compete with

an efficiency road mode. Although the intermodal

transport “potential market” is developing quite

well (long distance transport and international

transport for high value goods), at a very high rate

of growth during the recent years (high increase of

industrial production and international ex-

changes), the development of intermodal transport

does not meet the expectations. In choosing inter-

modal transport as a privileged mode for the future

of European transport the Commission was also

choosing the most complex transport chain organ-
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isation in a context of deep institutional changes.

Perspectives of intermodal transport depend very

much upon the new context which will be set up for

competition between modes and the output of the

reorganisation of rail sector, so that intermodal

operators, whatever is their origin, rail, road, mar-

itime inland waterways, forwarding, industrial

activities can build long term strategies. 

The goal of this paper is not to describe again

the situation of intermodal transport but to identi-

fy main questions for a debate: 12 such questions

have been identified, relating to landscape and

perspectives for intermodal transport. They will be

shortly commented and illustrated with some data. 

These questions have been amended and com-

pleted during the ACEA meeting of the Scientific

Committee, attended by intermodal operators,

major shippers from the industry and representa-

tives of the Commission. This version includes the

remarks made during the discussion as well as the

author could report them without distortions. ACEA

is directly interested in intermodal transport

because Europe cannot rely only on road transport

and needs an efficient system of transport includ-

ing all the modes ; intermodal solutions can help to

face the problem of road congestion, of crossing

natural barriers and can stimulate the promotion of

exchanges on long distances. ACEA is also interest-

ed because automobile industry is a major user of

rail and intermodal transport, as shown by long

distance intermodal inter-plant transport devel-

oped for a long time between automobile factories.

Therefore the stakes of intermodal transport

success are very important : many stakeholders

are ready to promote it and to invest in it. “Green”

parties are pushing hard in favor of intermodal

transport, but so far one must admit that national

railways companies have been fairly reluctant

claiming that they are loosing money with this

technique. Despite of a real difficulty to cooperate

with rail companies and get a good rail service,

intermodal operators have succeeded in imple-

menting some innovative solutions, so that inter-

modal transport reach a significant modal share,

but cannot be yet considered as an alternative

mode.

7
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tional continental transport has been seen to be

much higher, close to 6 or 7 %. The share of inter-

modal transport has increased from 1990 to 1996-

97 both in national and international transport, but

probably regressing during the two last years as far

as intermodal rail transport is concerned because

of the stagnation of this type of traffic when the

rest of the transport market was still growing. In

the rail activity which is loosing market share from

18 to 14 % during the period, intermodal rail is

growing up to 20-25 %.

It is nevertheless time that, within rail market,

bulk transport is reflecting the relative decline of

basic industries in transport potential and the

decline of single load wagon technique: this

explains partly the increase of intermodal transport

within rail market and explain why many analysts

see the future of rail through the development of

intermodal transport. 

But things are interrelated and intermodal

transport can only develop, in the long run, within

a context of renewal of rail. 

From this point of view, the recent years have

been very significative. Intermodal transport has

not really benefited from the closure of the “Mont

Blanc” tunnel, although some might argue that the

transfer takes time. Between 97 and 99 UIRR fig-

ures even show a small decline.

In 2000, it seems that intermodal transport

reaches again a very high rate of increase, at least

in international transport, but not in national trans-

port. The need for extra capacity has been very

strong in 2000 but this performance also compen-

sates last year decline: the future cannot be based

on such, short term considerations.

2 Tr e n d s :  g r o w i n g
i n c e r t a i n t i e s
a n d  d i s a p p o i n t m e n t s

It is difficult to measure the trends in inter-

modal transport, and the changes in the inter-

modal market along main corridors. There are no

official statistics about origin and destination of

intermodal transport. Some companies or organi-

sations are providing partial data, mainly UIRR and

ICF, on a country to country basis. Furthermore it is

not possible to trace the activity of new operators

because of commercial confidentiality.

However several studies (IQ, EUFRANET) have

made estimations and the analysis of trends will be

based on all these available materials.

1 p The past trend : 
a relative success for rail 

Rail market share has been decreasing in

Europe from 20 % in the eighties to 14 % in year

2000 in Tkm. Within rail market intermodal trans-

port has been increasing and reaches in many

countries almost 25 % of rail Tkms : intermodal

transport has doubled over 15 years and UIRR fig-

ures shown with a quick growth up to 97.

The growth of intermodal transport has been

comparable to road growth, up to recent years.

The total market share of intermodal transport

in total European transport in tons-km was esti-

mated in 1996 (estimation from DG VII data) to

7,5% with only 2% for intermodal rail transport,

0,2% for intermodal inland shipping and 5,3% for

intermodal sea transport. This figures are fairly low

although the intermodal transport share in interna-

8
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2 p A vulnerable growth 
as regards road performances

In the transport market intermodal transport

competes with door to door road transport. Road is

the reference, and has a dominating position ; this

is a fact. In the long term road productivity has

increased in parallel with an increase in quality of

service. Road has also benefited from the develop-

ment of motorways in the periphery of Europe.

The decrease in the cost of road freight has

been around 1 % per year over the fifteen last

years. In the recent past some increases in road

prices occurred because of the rise of diesel oil

price and, in a country like France, because of

labour costs. 

From a technical, commercial, and economical

point of view road performances must not be

under-estimated : ITS technologies improve con-

siderably road operations and benefits from new

technologies, as the “chauffeur” project shows,

have also to be taken into account for the future.

If there are some critical congested links in

European road network, this is also the case for rail

network. Average road speed still continues to

grow and road emissions to decrease.

In other words intermodal transport should not

expect its future development to come from diffi-

culties affecting road : this future will depends on

its ability to provide an efficient service and to fully

benefit from the advantages of its own technique.

Proactive companies have accepted this statement

as a basic hypothesis for their strategy.

Concerning the Common Transport Policy, inter-

modal transport has been clearly considered as a

priority for a long time. But this policy must not be

interpreted as a policy “against road”. Policies rel-

ative to prices and taxes must be interpreted also

as regards to the more global and complex objec-

tive of harmonisation through Europe This is a fun-

damental objective whether this imply a rise in

price of transport or not. The increase in price of

transport is not an objective in itself and perfor-

mances of European market, within world economy

are also to be considered so that industrial imple-

mentation and activity in Europe remain attractive.

3 p A concentrated growth
on few corridors

When considering origin-destination flows it

appears clearly that the international intermodal

market is very concentrated on a few corridors and

mainly corridors through the Alps : this accounts

more than 90 % of the market for 30 origin-desti-

nation relations, and more than 80 % of the traffic

for serving or crossing alpine countries and

regions.

It is clear that the crossing of natural barriers,

mountains or maritime straits is a privileged mar-

ket for intermodal transport : very long tunnels can

only be operated with rail technology, which in gen-

eral implies, at some stage of the transport chain,

a transfer between road and rail. The transit

through dense populated area can also be consid-

ered as a natural barrier : the problem of access to

the main ports of the northern range (Antwerp,

Rotterdam, and Hamburg..) can be analysed as

such.

The development of intermodal transport has

been closely related to the crossing of sensitive

areas, where a concentration of flows is induced by

geographical and environmental constraints.

9
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But, on the other hand, the increased concen-

tration of flows on main arteries of Europe is one

explanation of the growing difficulty to obtain slots

and locomotives at a time when the global volume

of rail freight does not increase. There is also more

competition for capacity from local passenger train

services and more specific analysis on the problem

of the mixture of traffic is necessary.

4 p An insufficient quality
for shippers

From the final user point of view intermodal trans-

port is suffering from a lack of quality. In the IQ pro-

ject a shipper survey was made throughout Europe

and this deficiency appeared clearly when choosing

between road and intermodal transport. Of course

price is also part of the quality of service : the com-

petition in the transport market is such that, compet-

itive price as well as quality must be provided.

In this survey quality has been specified

through different criteria : time, reliability, flexibili-

ty (ease of adjusting to an unexpected change in

logistic requirements) ; qualification (capacity to

cope with complex logistic requirements) accessi-

bility, control (ability to obtain information on the

status of the cargo), security. For all these criteria

road is in general ahead of intermodal transport.

However the results show some differences

according to the origin and destination served. In

transalpine transport, intermodal transport scores

are in general better than for other relations. Some

“best practice” examples exist, which were report-

ed in the IQ project but an important analysis is to

discuss why the quality is in general insufficient.

This lack of quality of service has been con-

firmed by all Scientific Advisory Group participants

to the meeting, shippers and intermodal operators,

as a major problem of intermodal participants.

Examples of delays of more than 2, 4 days have

been quoted.

The percentage of trains arriving on time can be

referred to as an indicator of reliability and quality

: in many cases this indicator is below 60 % or 80

% which is not acceptable for operators and users.

Although the time of transport is often not the most

important criteria (as long as it is known in advance

with an acceptable precision), such uncertainties

figure : decisive factors in the modal choice between intermodal and road transport (number of respondents)

0

no. of respondents

20406080

shorter lead times

intermodal transport road transport

more reliable

more flexible

better qualified staff

better access to contractors

better control systems

higher security

better price

best match log. structure

lack of service

other

20 40 60 80
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cannot be accepted. In a country like Denmark

small companies have regrouped, operating their

own terminal in order to provide a more reliable

intermodal service from Italy to Scandinavian

countries and to be better able to negotiate rail

traction at international level. This was originated

because railway companies could not supply such

services. At the same time the company provides

logistical services and tries to optimise utilisation

of units between Denmark and Italy. But the com-

pany is still facing a critical lack of quality in rail

services, which reflects a weak motivation of rail-

ways to promote intermodality. 

In Germany this reliability indicator (the per-

centage of trains on time) is now central in the

assessment of the performances. A big effort has

been made in quality for national transport since

February 2000 : more than 90 % of trains arrive on

time and the prices are estimated to be reasonable

: after a complete reorganisation, rail services con-

centrate on 26 journeys instead of 86 journeys,

with an important drop in the potential market of

merely 40 %. But customers are increasingly

adapting to the new national supply and a gain of

25 % is expected in 2000. The former level of activ-

ity can be reached again soon with much more sat-

isfactory conditions for the shipper and the

operator.

In German international intermodal transport it

is not however the case. It has been pointed out

that “there is a lack of quality offered by the railway

companies on international trade. Looking to the

main corridors between Germany and Italy or

France and Spain, we have been faced by the same

lack of quality compared with the trades of Poland

or Hungary. The punctuality rate is below the 60 %

mark. The main reasons for this unacceptable per-

formance of the national railway co-operations are : 

p Lack of equipment, especially locomotives 

p Lack of locomotive drivers

p Preference for passenger trains

p Management problems within the single rail-

way companies organisations and 

p National view of the state-owned companies,

not being able to co-operate effectively as far as

operation is concerned”.

Another important aspect of quality which has

been stressed is the ability of intermodal transport

to fit the logistic requirements of the shippers, and

to adapt to a logic of supply chain management.

The shipper originates the exchanges and major

transport corridors reflect major trade pattern

between industries. Therefore neither transport

operators, nor railway companies, must consider

themselves in a position of “monopoly” to operate

a corridor. 

Another important remark is that the quality of

service is, for the final user, determined by the

quality of the weakest segment of the chain.

Intermodal transport is not only the organisation of

a traction between two points : it is a complete

transport system. An example has been given when

unit loads are not only used for transport but also

for warehousing : stocking a unit load can be a very

efficient way to conciliate production and distribu-

tion constraints. This leads to the ability to supply

complementary logistic services in an intermodal

transport chain. Although all terminals are not nec-

essarily important logistics centres, complemen-

tary services can be very useful for shippers. This

diversification of activity varies from a terminal to

another but it already appears that many terminals

lack of storage capacity. There will be in the future

a critical problem of lack of terminal capacity along

major routes.
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which have contributed to a large extent to the traf-

fic expansion of intermodal transport. Concerning

the techniques of intermodal transport it is also

necessary to mark distinctions. The rolling road or

rolling motorway for example cannot be considered

as a combined transport technique ; it is closer to

road transport organisation and rail is used on a

short distance to cross a natural barrier or a sensi-

tive zone. For longer distances the rolling road

could come in competition with combined trans-

port and the transport of a tractor and driver on

train becomes very debate able from an economic

point of view.

In order to remain at a more general level and

focus on strategic points one must, in any case,

differentiate the maritime market, from the conti-

nental market. Distance is also an important para-

meter : it is often said that 500 km rail distance is a

minimum to compensate transfer charges in termi-

nals compared with road competition, and that

100.000 tons is a minimum to have an acceptable

frequency on a given relation. Also many specific

markets or “niches” do exist as for chemical trans-

ports, inter-industries links (for example, automo-

bile production).

However one can discuss these minimum dis-

tances which are also depending on the rail oper-

ating technique and volumes. Shorter distances

can be envisaged for concentrated flows. If from a

commercial point of view the final user require-

ments must be satisfied with their specificities,

synergies might exist between different segments

when operating a train or a terminal.

From the user point of view also, things are not

always so rigid as it appears : stringent hours con-

ditions for delivery or collection can sometimes be

relaxed if reliability is increasing and proper tracing

3 D i a g n o s i s :  t h e  d i f f i c u l t
i n t e g r a t i o n  o f t h e  i n t e r -
m o d a l  t r a n s p o r t c h a i n  

Being a complex transport organisation inter-

modal transport concentrates the contradictions

and conflicts of the transport system. If intermodal

transport is a relevant subject for a comprehensive

common Transport Policy because it associates

modes, combines competition and co-operation

between operators, it is probably the most difficult

and challenging one. Furthermore market require-

ments differ considerably from one segment of the

transport market to another; integration is first a

problem along the transport chain in order to satis-

fy the customer needs.

1 p Different markets
with different requirements

There is not “one” intermodal transport market

but several markets with different requirements :

the results of the IQ study are very clear from this

point of view. The quality criteria profiles differ,

which implies different intermodal organisation

schemes for rail and terminal operating systems.

In IQ study segmentation has been done

according to the type of unit load (swap body, con-

tainer, units for perishable goods or hazardous

goods), the type of shipper (industry or transport

operator, small or large), the type of shipment

(long, short distance…) : more than twenty seg-

ments have been identified with significant differ-

ences in logistic profile requirements. Seven of

them have been kept, after regrouping, for

prospective analysis. Among the shippers there are

industries, intermodal operators, rail companies

but also maritime companies and road hauliers
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and tracking implemented. The IQ project has

shown on a relation between Germany and Italy

that there does exist some flexibility between ship-

per requirements and operator constraints, which

can considerably improve the use of existing infra-

structure and rolling stock. During the discussion it

was stressed that a more continuous utilisation of

terminal during the day will considerably improve

the profitability of the terminal operations.

Presently there is an important peak in the evening

for loading and in the morning for unloading and in

between the activity in terminals is low.

Furthermore these peaks are also peaks of conges-

tion for access roads and peaks of demand for rail

slots.

2 p Insufficient performances
of operating system
and in particular rail
operating systems

When looking at the cost breakdown of an inter-

modal transport chain one can roughly estimate

that 50 % of the cost is for rail operations, 40 % for

road access to both terminals for collection and

distribution (in the case of maritime container

there is only one road access) and 10 % for termi-

nal operations (with some variations according to

the terminal).

These figures first stress the problems of access

and interface between road transport and terminal

operations, which is already well known. 

Presently trucks load in the afternoon, unload

in the morning and only two or three return trips

per day are possible. More smoothing of the activ-

ity along the day could allow up to 6 or 7 rotations

per day and often industries might agree with new

organisation of time tables. When referring to the

cost breakdown of the transport chain with 40 % to

road access one can imagine how much can be

saved : up to 20 % and even more of total door to

door cost.

But the analysis also stresses the problem of

interface between rail operations and terminal

operations which includes shunting trains, wagon

management and access from the terminal to the

main rail network. All these interface operations

might add up to 40 % of the rail costs in a context

where these costs have been for a long time

ignored.

Therefore an adequate choice of a rail operating

system will reduce this rail interface cost and might

considerably improve the rail performances and

the quality of service of the entire intermodal

transport chain : for example a shuttle service

between two points will reduce the shunting costs,

simplify the wagon management, increase the reli-

ability and frequency if there is a sufficient volume

of traffic.

A basic principle of rail efficiency remains the

traction of high volumes on specific links. With

shuttle and block trains, rail benefits fully from

economies of scale. Consolidation of flows is a

major concern for rail because the rail potential is

often insufficient from a given origin to a destina-

tion to operate direct trains.

Different techniques for consolidation have

been identified and investigated : train coupling,

implementation of rail hubs and gateways. Best

practice examples have been analysed in particular

for transalpine transport.

But, for the time being, these examples are too

often an exception and technical solutions remain
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difficult to implement without a European scope for

network operations, without a clear view of slots

allocation, without progress in interoperability of

rail traction. A number of serious differences are

frequently referred to. These include energy tech-

nology, signalling technology, track widths, driver

licences and track construction.

This major point has been stressed by several

sources. A “weak” point of the road is that road

cannot really “industrialise” its process, which is

not the case concerning rail in intermodal transport

: therefore a major strength of intermodal transport

is to “industrialise” transport process and get the

maximum from economies of scale.

Some new strategies are primarily based on this

principle for national transport. These form strategic

plans for international transport, although in these

cases full co-operation with neighbour countries

companies is not yet achieved.

Now in Germany intermodal transport is grow-

ing again and the reason for this turning point was

the development of a new offer to the customers

linking 45 destinations in Germany by 26 trains,

which are now operated as shuttle or block trains.

Another weakness of intermodal transport is

the insufficient harmonisation of norms for the

units and the use of inadequate equipment.

Several remarks have been made from this

point of view.

First of all, dimension of boxes have been

changing too often and we are far away from the

situation of the maritime world where ISO norms

are much more stable, and where operators stress

more and more the necessity to have a very good

stability of norms in the future.

Secondly box identification is still insufficient.

The present “plates” are not adequate for proper

EDI registration and therefore for follow-up and

management of the boxes. A solution is possible,

fairly easy to implement, and available. It is now

time to use more robust combined transport units,

allowing some stacking (2 or 3 units) ; this will con-

siderably help the storage along the tracks in the

terminals (and facilitate “double stack” transport if

possible). Such units can be bought at a very

attractive price in Asia for less than 2000 dollars

(some of this amount being recuperated by filling

the boxes when importing them).

It is clear to all that the inter-

modal transport market cannot be

reduced to point to point services

by block trains or shuttle trains,

because such a market could be

limited to only few corridors. But

concentration of traffic in gate-

ways and transhipment rail hubs

can help to operate successively

two ore more block trains along a

given route. Staking solutions,

automatic transhipment, terminal

isolated wagon 
system

consolidated train 
system

lack of flexibility 
of the traditional system

tr
ai

n
 f
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li

n
g 
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sk

volume of trafficSource : Kombinierter Verkehr Schiene/Strasse in Europa – Steffen Bukold

block train
system

shuttle train
system

new flexible operating systems

liner train
system

hub&spoke
system

rail operating systems in combined transport
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adapted to this improvement must be implement-

ed in such a perspective. The technical aspects

must be adapted to these strategies for new oper-

ating solutions.

Finally, as regards transhipment techniques, an

efficient horizontal transhipment solution does not

yet exist. Only a small percentage of trailers can be

lifted. Considering that for less than 1000 Euros a

trailer can be constructed to be lifted, it could be

envisaged to make it recommended in internation-

al best practices in order to leave open the possi-

bility to use combined transport techniques when a

trailer is bought. Articulated trucks cannot use

intermodal transport and this is also considered in

the analysis of future of intermodal transport.

3 p An inadequate competition 
framework which presently
hampers more than
stimulates intermodal solutions

The first stage of development of intermodal

transport was based on a co-operation principle

between rail companies : it has provided some suc-

cess which appeared however to be insufficient

and certainly did not create a situation where inter-

modal transport could resist, in the long run, to the

increasing competition of road. 

Therefore almost everybody agreed that rail

should be reformed and stimulated from the

inside, that rail networks should be open.

Infrastructure management has been separated

from rail operation. Railways companies have to

develop entrepreneurial attitudes and strategies.

But the first consequences of these changes

are, presently, a destabilisation of the system. The

actors become more “reactive”, in a defensive

position, than “proactive” to promote their tech-

nique and benefit from expansion of international

transport market.

What are the main characteristics of this transi-

tion period ?

p Competition is privileged over co-operation

although co-operation is always necessary for

European intermodal transport, even if compe-

tition is required, within intermodal transport

sector for stimulation and not only in relation

with road transport

p Infrastructure companies charge higher rates to

rail companies, which in turn increases the cost

of intermodal transport for infrastructure use at

a time when competition with road increases.

p Former national railways operators want to

diversify their products and sell intermodal ser-

vices, entering in competition with their daugh-

ter companies specialised in intermodal

transport

p Competition with road is exacerbated when

new rail companies or operators develop global

services strategies including logistic services :

this commercial competition for global services

in the direction of industries or large distribu-

tors makes it more difficult to encourage road

and rail operators to cooperate for intermodal

solutions, with for example the use the same

terminals.

This question of co-operation versus competi-

tion has been particularly debated.

First of all it was recalled that UIRR, within a

context of co-operation between national compa-

nies, aimed at concentrating enough traffic volume

to buy traction for direct train or block train for

national and international services.
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But the difficulties encountered during the

recent period cannot be explained by the ineffi-

ciency of such co-operation : decrease in the qual-

ity of rail, increases of tariffs, often put combined

transport out of the market which is the market of

road companies. 

In international transport there still exist good

opportunities based on improvement of co-opera-

tion between companies in order to improve the

quality of service. In Germany such solutions could

be developed in three directions with neighbour

countries ; if quality of service can reach a level

comparable to the present national service, a very

high increase, up to 20 % is expected.

Three directions have been presented :

p Firstly, the development of international railway

companies – for example the establishment of a

company called “Raillion”, covering all the area

of Holland, Germany, perhaps Denmark and

other countries following. The target is that one

management organisation will be responsible

for the whole range without being hindered by a

national border. 

p The second solution could end in an integrated

operation on a specific corridor. This idea was

conceived by the heads of the three national

railway co-operations FS, OBB and DB. 

But this does not exclude competition at all. In

fact it has been explained that the final solution

will be without any doubt free competition on the

railway tracks. Without competition on the railway

tracks we will hardly see the dynamic in the fields

of technical innovation and aggressive marketing

compared with the daily practice on the road busi-

ness. Competition on the rail network would

remain a key argument for improvements on inter-

modal road/rail business”.

Such a strategy also aims at simplifying wagon

management, increasing the reliability and fre-

quency by concentrating on block train or shuttle

train. As one operator was said : “throughout

Europe, we are in co-operation with our partners

responsible for more than 100 block trains per

night. Our milestone for the successful marketing

of these trains is the fact that we link these trains

to design a European network covering all of

Europe. Cargo in the train from Spain to Cologne

can be further distributed by our German network

to its final destination or can be carried by a con-

necting train form Cologne to Scandinavia. In addi-

tion to the physical cargo flow our computer-based

information system works from terminal to termi-

nal, being linked directly with our main customers.

This is the first step to a proper tracking and trac-

ing system, covering the logistic chain completely”.

If it is true that a transition period must, by def-

inition, end, the question is also how long will be

the transition period, because intermodal market is

under strong competition with road ; there is a dan-

ger that it might be limited to some market “nich-

es”, at a period when the policy context does not

really clarify the situation.

4 p An unstable policy
and institutional context

It is certainly difficult and not fair to give value

judgements about the political and institutional

context and it is certainly too early to predict the

consequences of the recent agreement concerning

the Trans-European Rail Freight Network (TERFN).

But one can today stress a few facts showing

that the political and institutional framework is still

unclear and uncertain :
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p Open access : the open access principle had

been already decided for international inter-

modal transport : but a concrete application

still depends on the implementation of a rail

“package”. “Freeways” have not succeeded,

although some success is reported for “freight-

ways” based on national railways co-operation

(Belifret)

p Rail charging : rail charging practices for use of

infrastructure are far from converging and the

result is a strong increase in Germany and Italy

of intermodal infrastructure charges

p Slot allocation and reservation : slots seem to

be more and more difficult to obtain, in particu-

lar with the increase of slots reservations for

regional passenger trains in most countries.

These considerations lead to an interrogation

about the impact of the Directive 91/440 : was this

directive too ambitious for railways companies

who had to become competitive and to equilibrate

their budget at the same time? The objective of

open access is certainly a necessary objective but:

was it not possible to implement this principle

more gradually over a period from 5 to 10 years?

Now some railway companies are in a very defen-

sive position and it is important not to leave to rail-

way companies with a monopoly in the allocation

of slots. This would again close the market to rail

user initiatives, including intermodal operators.

But one must also admit that, because of this

91/440 initiative, some ideas are progressing, and

in particular

p The European scope of a rail network with open

access, recently decided, to a Rail Freight Trans-

European Network : this network has a wide

coverage of Europe and should concern more

than 90 % of intermodal traffic volume.

p The improvement of interoperability in this Rail

Freight Trans-European Network, with more

direct involvement of rolling stock industries.

ITS systems implementation will also help to

ease rail operations and improve customer

information.

p The necessity of introducing priorities for

freight in the rail freight Trans-European net-

work : as regards this last aspect EUFRANET

project has made extensive development with

scenarios relative to the concept of “priority

freight” network.

Therefore the lack of political or institutional

clear orientation can leave room for pragmatic ini-

tiatives and experiments. For longrun perspectives

it is necessary to build strategic scenarios depend-

ing on policy options, because these options will

considerably influence the future of intermodal

transport.
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excluded and therefore the trend of the potential

market is higher than the trend of the general

freight market (see tables), all modes included.

In a second step only O-D flows with distance

longer than 500 km and a volume superior to 100

000 t have been considered. The distance criteria

are considered in order for rail to compensate tran-

shipment costs, and the volume criteria to provide

a minimum frequency of service when facing road

competition. It is clear that the “accessible” market

is much lower than the potential market in

absolute figures ; but it increases faster than the

potential market because of the increase of the

transport distances and because of the concentra-

tion of flows on major corridors.

The “actual” market of intermodal transport is

rarely above 30 % of the “accessible” market for

transport between two regions, but this accessible

market can triple over 15 years. This is often the

case in international transport. Therefore inter-

modal transport has a very promising accessible

market, in which it has to compete with road.

4 P e r s p e c t i v e s :  
c o u p l i n g  s t r a t e g i e s
a n d  p e r s p e c t i v e s

Trends of intermodal transport over the past 10

or 15 years can be projected in the future : this

would give an increase slightly higher than road

traffic growth, at least for international traffic which

is growing faster than national traffic. The UIRR fig-

ures reflect a strong increase in intermodal traffic

up to 97% : this increase was due to international

traffic which doubled over the period, and repre-

sents now almost of the total intermodal traffic.

Intermodal national transport has been stagnating

over the past 10 years.

But projection of trends does not necessarily

provide a realistic view of the future. It is only a

“reference” trend. The recent period is charac-

terised by short term fluctuations, and the uncer-

tainties mentioned before reflect the fact that

intermodal transport is entering profound changes.

The only way to discuss perspectives is then to

deepen the analysis of the demand trends to take

into consideration transport determinants and, to

confront then to different possible, consistent poli-

cy scenarios.

1 p The existence of a fast growing 
“accessible” market
for international transport

In the IQ study a difference has been made

between “potential” and “accessible” market.

The “potential” market has been estimated

considering the type of product which can be trans-

ported in unit loads ; these product have a value

higher than the average since bulk products are

table 1 : increase in intercontinental flows via 
french, belgian, dutch and german seaports which are 
potentially accessible to intermodal transport

(criteria: minimum volume > 50,000 tonnes, for outside the region of the seaport only)

1994 2010 increase 
% of total

Hazardous goods 1695 3810 +125 %

Perishables 2568 5725 +123%

High value goods 13570 31703 +134%

Low value goods 7598 15559 +105%

Total 25431 56796 +123%
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2 p Reinforcement of old segments
and opportunities for new
segments

The segmentation of the market must also be

put in perspective for an understanding of the evo-

lutions. In IQ this segmentation has been aggregat-

ed in 7 segments in order to limit the number of

prospective hypothesis, taking into account the

type of load unit, the type of shippers and also

price/quality specifications : 

[ 1 ] the first segment includes maritime con-

tainer to/from main ports (as well as short sea

shipping market). It is a traditional fast growing

market of intermodal transport with a fairly high

intermodal share. Price is dominant. (“Heritage”

price segment).

[ 2 ] the second segment corresponds to

exchanges between large industries. A major con-

straint is to match with supply logistic require-

ments of clients but price is still very important.

This is also a traditional market for intermodal

transport with the example of the car industry and

some examples of large distributors. This market is

also promising with the development of inter-plant

transport (“heritage” logistic segment)

[ 3 ] a third segment is the transport market for

long distance transport in major European corri-

dors. This is a continental market where intermodal

transport is an alternative mode to road : it can be

used as a substitute for international two-driver

road transport in peak times but also for regular

use across areas (e.g. transalpine corridor), if qual-

ity sensitive criteria of reliability, flexibility, control

are met. (High quality International Segment)

[ 4 ] a fourth segment is defined similarly to the

former one but within national boundaries : for this

segment intermodal supply is more influenced by

national policies and national operating systems.

table 2 : increase in accessible intermodal potential
on the continent of europe

(criteria: minimum volume > 100,000 tonnes, distance > 500 km as the crow flies)

1994 2010 increase 
% of total

Hazardous goods 3440 6874 +100%

Perishables 8273 14566 +76%

High value goods 56158 113591 +102%

Low value goods 11193 22834 +104%

Total 79063 157865 +100%

table 3 : : increase in accessible intermodal potential 
after decrease in breakeven distance

(criteria: minimum volume > 100,000 tonnes, distance in 1994 > 500 km as the crow flies, 

distance in 2010 > 400 km as the crow flies)

1994 2010 increase 
% of total

Hazardous 3440 11006 +222%

Perishables 8273 21810 +164%

High value 56158 191277 +241%

Low value 11193 39126 +250%

Total 79063 263219 +246%

table 4 : increase in accessible intermodal potential 
after increase in regional penetration.

(criteria: minimum volume in 1994 > 100,000 tonnes, minimum volume in 2010 > 50,000 tonnes, 

distance > 500 km as the crow flies)

1994 2010 increase 
% of total

Hazardous goods 3440 9605 +179%

Perishables 8273 18960 +129%

High value goods 56158 146624 +161%

Low value goods 11193 30850 +176%

Total 79063 206038 +161%

table 5 : development of accessible intermodal poten-
tial after both decrease in breakeven-distance and
increase in penetration.

(criteria: minimum volume in 1994 > 100,000 tonnes, minimum volume in 2010 > 50,000 tonnes, 

distance in 1994 > 500 km as the crow flies, distance in 2010 > 400 km as the crow flies)

1994 2010 increase 
% of total

Hazardous goods 3440 14452 +320%

Perishables 8273 26902 +225%

High value goods 56158 232527 +314%

Low value goods 11193 49191 +339%

Total 79063 323072 +309%
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For the users the requirements are the same as

before and intermodal transport is used as alterna-

tive to national road transport on congested links

or in peak times (High Quality National Segment).

In the two last segments intermodal transport

share is, in general very small (e.g. X%); it is direct-

ly confronted by road with often a very volatile

demand. But the size of the market is very high.

The three next segments identified have very high

level of quality requirements.

[ 5 ] the first concern hazardous goods : safety,

staff quality and control are dominant (“heritage

safety segment”)

[ 6 ] a second concerns perishable goods, high

value goods and shippers-forwarders “just in time

figure : the market segments and their characteristics

quality/price profile of segment
(i.e. the most important elements determining modal choice)

1 Heritage price segment
Price is dominant
(mainly former conventional rail transport now riding 
intermodal) 

2 Heritage logistics segment
Match with logistic structure of client and & price are dominant
(mainly former conventional rail transport now riding 
intermodal)

3 High-quality international segment
Reliability, flexibility and control are dominant
(intermodal used as substitute for international two-driver road 
transport in peak times or regular use in specific corridors)

4 High-quality national corridor segment
Time, price and flexibility on specific corridors are dominant   
(intermodal used as substitute for national road transport 
in peak times) 

5 Heritage safety segment
Safety, staff quality, and control are dominant
(mainly former conventional rail transport now riding 
intermodal)

6 High-quality time / reliability segment
Time, reliability, flexibility and control are dominant 
(very high level of requirements)

7 New network integrator segment
Match with logistic structure of client, network solutions
and reliability are dominant 
(this is a potential new segment for intermodal: integrators 
offering Europe-wide transport solutions in an integrated
multimodal network) 

main customer groups
or goods characteristics 
in this segment

p forwarders/shipping lines 
in maritime hinterland transport
by rail or barge

p shippers with low quality 
requirements

p short-sea shipping

p empty container transport

p large shippers 
(inter-plant transport)

pmaritime hinterland transport 

p short-sea shipping

p subsegments of all customer
groups but mainly road hauliers 
and forwarders

pmaritime clients in tight round-trip
regimes

p subsegments of all customer
groups but mainly road hauliers 
and forwarders

p hazardous goods transport

p perishable goods

p high-value goods,

p shippers/forwarders in just-in-time
systems; 

p network integrator segment
(e.g. UPS, large forwarders)

size of 
market

medium

medium

very large

very large

medium

large

medium

inter-modal
share

high

high

small

very small

medium

very small

close to zero
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systems” it was called “High Quality Time/

Reliability” segment

[ 7 ] the last one is a “network integration” seg-

ment, where supply has to match with logistic con-

straints of clients and bring network solutions :

reliability is a dominant quality criteria.

In these last three segments the present modal

share of intermodal transport is very low. The “high

quality time/reliability” segment (6) represents a

very large accessible market : improvement of

quality can increase significantly the intermodal

market share, as it has been shown in EUFRANET

projections where an hypothesis of equal quality

for intermodal transport and road was tested.

On these segments intermodal transport has

either to consolidate its position or to penetrate

new markets. Along the major continental corridors

competition with road is particularly fierce and

intermodal transport has to benefit from all possi-

ble improvements of rail operating systems. The

hypothesis of a European wide intermodal network

providing an alternative service to road is certainly

a high ambition. 

3 p Different levels of policy choices

Facing these market requirements different pol-

icy scenarios are possible which represent a differ-

ent level of ambition for the future of intermodal

transport.

At a first level there is a corridor solution which

envisages competitive intermodal service on iso-

lated point to point corridor services. At an inter-

mediate level there is a “core network” solution

which envisages high performances on a network

connecting around 30 major strategic European

terminals. At the highest level of ambition there is

a full network solution which envisages a high level

of accessibility to intermodal network even in

peripheral regions.

the corridor scenario
This scenario requires an open access and high

level of liberalisation in the rail sector, especially in

corridors serving major ports. Major maritime com-

panies and large shippers could be more involved.

An improvement of policy visibility is required for

intermodal transport to maintain and consolidate a

position, which concern a fast growing maritime

container market. From a technical point of view, a

competitive solution exists, which is the shuttle or

block train operating system. The concentration of

flows along these corridors makes it possible.

However a common understanding of the coun-

tries along the corridors is necessary to widen com-

petition and opens the rail operations to new

entrants ; a sufficient number of slots must be

given to intermodal freight.

the core network scenario
With the core network scenario the intermodal

European system takes another dimension. The

market is not only main corridors to ports or

through the Alps but also main continental corri-

dors including East-West major international rela-

tions.

In the core network scenario the objective is to

offer an alternative solution to a market dominated

by road : it requires a very significant improvement

of quality of rail service, and attractive intermodal

services for road hauliers ; in many cases the

success of intermodal transport also depends 

on a good co-operation between rail and road

operators.
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Concerning rail operating systems, the juxtapo-

sition of different corridors, from north to south,

from east to west, lead to the concept of a core net-

work where more sophisticated solutions than

point to point services, can be found in order to

improve the overall quality of rail : consolidation of

flows to benefit from economies of scale can be

realised through implementation of rail hubs and

gateways, through the operation of short train or

long train, through coupling or sorting trains,

depending on the traffic volume, the traffic fluctua-

tions and patterns. Such a scenario requires a pro-

found adaptation of rail system, an important

progress in interoperability and probably a fairly

low charging for rail infrastructures in order to

allow intermodal operations to develop a European

wide strategy and to be competitive with road. For

such a core network, again, slots allocation,

removal of major bottlenecks is also a prerequisite

although the necessary investments in infrastruc-

tures and terminals would probably remain at a

reasonable level.

a european wide network scenario
A European wide network scenario would

require a clear political commitment within a

Common Transport Policy framework, considering

intermodal transport as a pillar of sustainable

development. Such an objective has been claimed

over the past ten years without a clear understand-

ing of the implementation conditions : conditions

in terms of public investments, harmonisation of

pricing system, progresses in interoperability at

European scale. This last scenario is compatible

with the former one which can be indeed consid-

ered as a first, realistic, step towards a more ambi-

tious policy objective.

But in any case an intermodal European net-

work would require a strong public support.

In conclusion there is not one but three major

possible trends for intermodal transport : 

p in the first scenario the traffic volume will prob-

ably decrease in a first period, loosing market

shares in major continental corridors, and

increase again because of the growth of

demand in the major north-south corridors

serving ports or crossing the Alps, or maybe the

Pyrenees

p in the second scenario intermodal transport can

maintain its position in a promising potential

and accessible market : its growth is parallel to

international road increase of traffic and it ben-

efits from economies of scale

p in the third scenario the intermodal market

enlarges and strong growth can be expected in

the long term at the expense of road transport,

which will however, remain for a long time 

the most important mode for long distance

transport.

For the time being the first and second scenar-

ios are the most realistic and implementation con-

ditions must be analysed more precisely.

figure : 
evolution of intermodal “potential” markets
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4 p Interoperability and priorities
for freight, pre-conditions
of intermodal performances

The success of intermodal transport along main

corridors or in a core network depends on two

major conditions :

p quick progress in interoperability related to

traction, tracks signalling, wagon equipment,

conductors training, tracking and tracing sys-

tems (as demonstrated in CESAR project)

p allocation of priority slots

Concerning interoperability, progresses are

expected and rail industries and equipment pro-

ducers are now directly involved in the application

of the interoperability directive. The hierarchisation

of the network with identification of major corri-

dors and core network allows to progressively

implement interoperability, on links where most of

the rail market is concentrated.

From a commercial point of view quick progress

in interoperability should facilitate the emergence

of “European freight services”. From a rail opera-

tion point of view pragmatic solutions can be found

between rail operators in order to reposition rail

hubs and marshalling yards at European scale,

independently of the borders, according to the flow

patterns.

The question of priority to freight is also essen-

tial to guarantee the necessary speed and reliabili-

ty. Major corridors in Europe are congested and

priority is given to passengers. A solution investi-

gated by the EUFRANET project was to define a pri-

ority freight network, compatible with a priority

passenger network : not all the conflicts could be

avoided but significant progresses can be made in

slot allocation so that flows become more homoge-

neous : by doing so capacity of network is indeed

increased. In conclusion concrete implementation

measures must be associated to policy scenarios.

In the French national master plan (“schéma de

service”) a strong increase of intermodal transport

is expected : this can only take place on major

international and transit corridors and raises the

question of priorities in relation with decision

taken in neighbour countries.

In conclusion the perspective of a high growth

of intermodal transport cannot be expected only

from the dynamism of an international market.

Solutions to problems can certainly be found

but they are strongly depending on restructuring

the rail sector. After presenting intermodal trans-

port as “a solution for sustainable development”,

one must focus on pragmatic, progressive,

improvement of the situation.

For the Commission intermodal transport

remains a priority and will be included in the next

White Paper. A priority is now to implement innova-

tive solutions at European scale. The Directive

91/440 was certainly necessary to dynamise rail

transport and this directive has been included in a

“paquet ferroviaire” referring to other complemen-

tary aspects of a profound change in rail approach :

interoperability, pricing, safety have been discussed

together and this set of measures opens the door

for a new way of thinking and gives opportunity for

implementation of new services for international

intermodal transport, taking the TERFN as basis.

After all international transport is growing faster

than at national level. It represents more than 50 %

of intermodal activity and tomorrow more than two

thirds or maybe three quarters. National intermodal

transport will have to align with international logic.
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